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The symbol of the dragon represents spiraling DNA,
the path into greater enlightenment.
The Chinese Dragon, or Lung , symbolizes power and
excellence, valiancy and boldness, heroism and
perseverance, nobility and divinity.
A dragon overcomes obstacles until success is his.
He is energetic, decisive, optimistic, intelligent and
ambitious.

When you are attuned to the energies of the Chinese Dragpn you receive the
benefits as described above.

The people of China have a long held belief that they are
descendents of the dragon, a tradition that is firmly embedded in
their culture and one that is encountered across all aspects of
Chinese society and in the minds of its people.
Whereas in western cultures dragons are usually regarded as a
symbol of malevolence, in China the dragon is held in high esteem
for its dignity and power for good.
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The Celestial Chinese Dragon is comparable as the symbol of the Chinese
race itself.
Chinese around the world, proudly proclaim themselves "Lung Tik Chuan
Ren" (Descendents of the Dragon).
Dragons are referred to as the divine mythical creature that brings with it
ultimate abundance, prosperity and good fortune.
As the emblem of the Emperor and the Imperial command, the legend of the
Chinese Dragon permeates the ancient Chinese civilization and shaped their
culture until today.
Its benevolence signifies greatness, goodness and blessings.

The image of the dragon has undergone a
series of changes over the centuries
becoming more and more mighty and
beautiful.
The original illustration on primitive
bronze ware portrays it as ferocious and
mysterious; in the Han Dynasty (206BC 220), it became magnificent and
unrestrained; while during the Tang
Dynasty (618 - 907), it was personalized as gentle, tamed and graceful.
From the Song Dynasty onwards (960 - 1279), the design became delicate
and flowery.
There are several different kinds of dragon according to colour, which may be
yellow, blue, black, white or red.
Of these the most highly revered was the yellow dragon and so each emperor
wore a gown decorated with a yellow dragon pattern.
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Types of Dragons
There is more than one type of dragon depicted in Chinese art. In early imes
there were four main kinds of dragon with many other sub-divisions:
Heavenly Dragon
The heavenly or celestial dragon (tianlong) was the celestial guardian who
protected the heavens, supporting the
mansions of the gods and shielded
them from decay.
The Tian-long could fly and are
depicted with or without wings they
are always drawn with five toes while
all other dragons are shown with four
or three toes.

Spiritual Dragon
The spiritual dragons (shen-long)
were the weather makers.
These giants floated across the sky
and due to their blue color that
changed constantly were difficult to
see clearly.
Shen-long governed the wind, clouds
and rain on which all agrarian life
depended.
Chinese people took great care to avoid offending them for if they grew angry
or felt neglected, the result was bad weather, drought of flood.
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Earth Dragon
Dragons that ruled the rivers, springs and lakes were called Earth dragons
(di-long).
They hide in the depths of deep watercourses in grand palaces.
Many Chinese fairy tales spin yarns of men and women taken into these
submarine castles to be granted special favors or gifts.
Some of the di-long even mated with women to produce half-human dragon
children.

Treasure Dragon
Believed to live in caves deep in the earth the (fu-can-long) or treasure
dragon had charge of all the precious jewels and metals buried in the earth.
Each of these dragons had a magical pearl that was reputed to multiply if it
was touched.
This pearl was as symbol of the most valuable treasure, wisdom.
The Dragon Pearl
The luminous ball or pearl often depicted
under the dragon's chin or seen to be
spinning in the air, pursued by one or two
dragons is thought to be a symbolic
representation of the 'sacred pearl' of
wisdom or yang energy. Pearl symbolism,
like lunar symbolism arises from Daoist
roots and the connections, are extremely
complex. This pearl can be said to stand
most often for 'truth' and 'life' - perhaps
even everlasting life which is made
available to those who perceive the truth
and attain enlightenment.
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Dragons of the five elements
WOOD DRAGON: The Wood Dragon is creative, imaginative, and
inquisitive. He is both a thinker and a doer and is capable of brilliant new
concepts. His every move is guided by sound logic. His drive and ambition
allow him to put many of his ideas into practice, nevertheless this Dragon is
capable of concealing his domination and tries not to offend. He will even
compromise if it is advantages. Although not as self-centered as other
Dragons, he is still outspoken and fearless when challenged.
FIRE DRAGON: The Fire Dragon is the most extroverted and competitive
Dragon. He tends to push too hard and expects a lot from everyone. His
criticisms are objective and he has the ability to arouse massive popular
support. His insatiable ambition can make him short-tempered and intolerant.
He is an empire builder who needs to master his less favorable traits and
learn how to communicate more humbly with people as individuals.
EARTH DRAGON: The Earth Dragon is a quieter, more reflective Dragon,
He will be appreciative of other's opinions even if he fails to agree with them.
He is reasonable in his approach to problems and his leadership is less
dictatorial. He is not given to outbursts of temper, but at the same time
demands respect. He knows the value of cooperation and is more diplomatic
than the other Dragons. He is ambitious, but his initiatives are less hurried
and more carefully thought out.
METAL DRAGON: The Metal Dragon is the most strong-willed Dragon. He
is inflexible, unbending and combative. He gives little regard to the feelings of
others. This ruthlessness can result in a rapid rise to a position of authority,
but often at the cost of destroying important relationships. It is futile to
attempt to convince him that certain things are simply undoable. He will go it
alone if he can't gain support. He succeeds because he refuses to accept
failure.
WATER DRAGON: The Water Dragon is less selfish and opinionated than
the other Dragons. He is more inhibited and less power-hungry. He can
accept defeat without recriminations. He makes a good negotiator as he
knows when, where, and how to apply pressure. He has a tendency to be overoptimistic and needs to learn how to relinquish what is unfeasible so that he
can concentrate his energies on the most rewarding endeavors.
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Everything connected with Eastern Dragons is blessed.
The Year of the Dragon, which takes place ever twelve years, is lucky.
Present-day Oriental astrologers claim that children born during Dragon
Years enjoy health, wealth, and long life.
Dragons are so wise that they have been royal advisors.
A thirteenth-century Cambodian king spent his nights in a golden tower,
where he consulted with the real ruler of the land a nine-headed dragon.

The Dragon is the ultimate representation of the forces of Mother Nature, the
greatest divine force on Earth.
The Chinese Dragon is often seen as the symbol of divine protection and
vigilance.
It is regarded as the Supreme Being amongst all creatures.
It has the ability to live in the seas, fly up the heavens and coiled up in the
land in the form of mountains.
Being the divine mythical animal, the Dragon can ward off wandering evil
spirits, protect the innocent and bestow safety to all that hold his emblem.
The Chinese Dragon is look upon as the ultimate symbol of Good Fortune.
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There are a total of nine types of classical Chinese dragons.
Chinese scholars categorized the dragons according to their cosmic tasks:
1. The Celestial Dragon [t'ien-Lung/literally "heaven dragon"] is the ruler
of the dragons, in charge of protecting the heavens and homes of the deities.
2. The Spiritual dragon [shen-lung/literally "spirit dragon"] controls the
weather and had to be appeased, or weather conditions would turn
disastrous. A special rank of these dragons is known as Imperial Dragons
that have five toes*. The only place they could be depicted on was imperial
insignia.
3. The Earth dragon [ti-lung] controls rivers. It spends springtime in heaven
and autumn in the sea.
4. The Underworld dragon [fu-ts'ang lung] is the guardian of precious
metals and jewels buried in the earth. Volcanoes are said to be created when
they burst out of the ground to report to heaven.
Other distinct species include:
5. The Horned Dragon. Considered to be the mightiest.
6. The Winged Dragon. The only dragon with wings. Believed to be a
powerful servant of Huang Di, the yellow emperor, who was later
immortalized as a dragon. One legend states that Yinglong helped a man
named Yu stop the Yellow River from flooding by digging long channels with
his tail .
7. The Coiling Dragon. Dwells in the ocean.
8. The Yellow Dragon. A hornless dragon known for its scholarly knowledge.
Emerged from the River Luo to show Fuxi the elements of writing.
9. The Dragon King. Really four dragons that were respected and honoured
as these were the dragons people approached when there was no rain. Each
of these rules over one of the four seas, those of the east, south, west, and
north.
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Eastern Dragon Colours and Meaning
Dragons and the accompanying colours have different meanings in Eastern
mythology.
These are the common colours:
· Yellow is superior, imperial, a symbol of the centre of the Earth, linked to
the spleen and stomach. A yellow dragon robe was reserved for the Emperor
(the Son of Heaven) and his family alone.

· Gold coloured dragons are also special. They have special attributes such as
wealth, wisdom, kindness and the ability to face challenges head on.
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· Blue and Green are symbols of the East, the chief spirits of the Spring. The
blues are pure azure. Green represents good fortune, good health, or luck.

· Red is associated with storms, the South, Summer, the heart and large
intestine, fire, passion, activity, and good fortune.
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· White represents the West, Autumn, mourning, and death. To my own
knowledge, it's different from the association of the color white with purity.

· Black is associated with storms, the North, winter, vengeance, and worry.
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Attunement Procedure
This is by no means the only way to do it, it is just the way I
do it
Prepare the room by dimming the lights, playing soft unintrusive music, light a
candle or incense etc according to your preferences.
Relax !!!!!!
Call in your helpers, guides, God, Goddesses or Gods, Great Spirit or whoever
you relate to and ask them to help you to be a clear pure channel to send the
Chinesed Dragon attunement to…………….and to keep you safe from all
negative energies or unwanted entities

You may want to use the Usui distant symbol if you are doing a distant
attunement
State your intention, that is to attune …………………….to the energies of the
Chinese Dragon
Then just relax and let the energies flow
When you are finished remember to thank your helpers and you are done.

ENJOY !!

www.starlightowl.com
starlightowl@yahoo.com.au
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